PART NO: ABSHS-04
2010UP CHEVROLET CAMARO HOOD SCOOP
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
Important Note: Please inspect your hood scoop for proper fit before painting or mounting
Installation Instructions
Hardware Kit (Supplied on each hood scoop)
1. Locator = 1 pc
2. Washers = 2 pcs

3. Screws = 2 pcs

Tools Required :-

Isopropyl alcohol or equivalent / Phillips Screwdriver / Masking Tape / Vacuum Cleaner / Centre
Punch / Hand Drill / Drill Bits : 3/16” and 5/16” / Hammer

Hood Scoop Installation :Step 1
1. Clean surface area that is to be covered by the hood scoop with isopropyl alcohol or
equivalent.
Step 2
2. Remove the trim underneath the hood. Note :- Set the trim aside as it is to be re-attached to
the vehicle after the installation of the hood scoop
Step 3
3. Peel the tape backing of the locator strip and attach it to the mounting holes of the hood scoop
(illustration 1)
Step 4
4. Set the hood scoop on the center line of the hood and at a position where you get the best fit.
Step 5
5. Tape the locator strips on the hood, carefully remove the hood scoop leaving the locator strips.
(illustration 2)
Step 6
6. Center punch the holes for drilling. Drill 3/16” holes on the two punch mark locations. Enlarge
the holes using 5/16” drill. Use minimum pressure when drilling to avoid denting of hood
Step 7
7. Peel the tape backing at the corner (illustration 3) and tighten the two screws.
Step 8
8. Peel the tape backing completely and press the hood scoop gently onto the hood.
Step 9
9. Peel the tape backing of the grill and install it into grill cavity of the hood scoop. (illustration 4)
Step 10
10. Hood scoop with grill installed. (illustration 5)

*Refer to illustrations on next page
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